VALVE/CARTRIDGE CHANGE GUIDE
This valve/cartridge installation guide is for single lever style kitchen taps made by the following brands. For a full list of tap
models, please see overleaf. Abode | Franke | Howden’s | Carron Phoenix | Clifford Morris | John Lewis | Rangemaster |
San Marco | Reginox | Caple.

IMPORTANT!
BEFORE YOU BEGIN
Replacing the valve/cartridge of the
above taps is a straightforward
procedure. However, should you have
any doubt about your ability to
tackle the task, you should engage a
suitably qualified professional.
You can also gain hints and tips about
replacing a valve by watching our installation movies at
www.tapsparesuk.com.

ESSENTIAL TOOLS


27mm ring spanner or suitable adjustable spanner



2mm Allen Key

VALVE/CARTRIDGE CHANGE PROCEDURE
1.

Turn off the water supply to the tap.

2.

Use the 2mm Allen key (A) to remove the grub screw (B) from the handle (C).

3.

Remove the handle (C) from the body of the tap by pulling it firmly away from the tap body.

4.

Pull off the cover (D).

5.

Use the spanner to remove the retaining nut (E). If this proves difficult, a sharp tap with a hammer on the handle of the
spanner will normally do the trick.

6.

Remove the cartridge (G), then unscrew and remove the threaded plug (F), from the end of the cartridge spindle.

7.

Take the new cartridge and screw the threaded plug (F) in the end of the spindle.

8.

Position the new cartridge in the tap body, making sure the 2 pins on the cartridge base are located in the corresponding
holes in the tap body.

9.

Screw the retaining nut (E) in place and tighten it firmly to secure the new cartridge.

10.

Refit the cover (D).

11.

Reposition the handle (C) and secure it by firmly tightening the grub screw (B).

12.

Turn the water supply back on and check for leaks.
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VALVE/CARTRIDGE CHANGE GUIDE
This valve/cartridge installation guide is for single lever style kitchen taps made by the following brands. Abode | Franke
Howden’s | Carron Phoenix | Clifford Morris | John Lewis | Rangemaster | San Marco | Reginox | Caple.
A full list of tap models follows.
Abode
Arkitekt | Atlas | Hydrus |Ignus | Indus | New Media | Pluro |Propus | Quala | Ratio | Specto | Tate |Tuscana
Ultero | Gino |Triana
Carron Phoenix
Aros | Carnegie | Elen Optima | Reno
Clifford Morris
Vegas | Visalia | Blade
Franke
Swiss Pro | Gotthard | Fuji |Forza
Howden’s
Lamona Cubic | Lamona Laveno Mixer | Lamona Lecco | Lamona Professional Mixer | Lamona Pull Out Spray
Rangemaster
Aquareach | Ellipse | Pro Spray | Quadrant
San Marco
Cubic | Vegas | Elmira Pro | Elmira | Impact |Modena
Caple
Hawk

